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“MEET THE NEW CONSUMER

and smile when you do because she is your 
boss. Instead of choosing from what you have 

to offer, she tells you what she wants. You 
figure it out how to give it to her.”

-Fortune Editor



Consumer Behavior

• Includes an understanding of consumer
thoughts, feelings, and actions
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Personal Consumer

The individual who buys goods and services for his or 
her own use, for household use, for the use of a 
family member, or for a friend.



Reasons for Studying Consumer Behavior

• To stay in business by attracting and retaining 
customers

• To benefit from understanding consumer 
problems

• To establish competitive 

advantage

• …because it is interesting!



The Consumer Decision Process

Problem Recognition

Information Search

Alternative Evaluation

Product Choice

Post purchase Evaluation



Post purchase Evaluation

• How good a choice was it?

• Customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction –
“buyer’s remorse”

• Ultimately affects future decisions and word of 
mouth communication





Consumer Research

The systematic and objective process of 
gathering, recording, and analyzing data for 
aid in understanding and predicting consumer 
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.

In a global environment, research has become 
truly international.



• Marketers want to know

– How consumers sense external information

– How they select and use sources of information

– How information is interpreted and 
given meaning



Product Is Seen As 

A Set of OutcomesFunctional

How does it cut

tall, thick grass?

How close can I 

get to shrubs?

Will the neighbors

be impressed with

my lawn? 

Will it still be 

fun later this 

summer?

Will I have

more time for 

golf?

Will it pull that

trailer I saw at 

the store?

Psychological



Types of Consumer Research

• Basic Research

– To expand knowledge about consumers in general

• Applied Research

– When a decision must be made about a real-life 
problem
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